
 

     Below is Kino Ken’s review of Magnolia Home Entertainment’s dvd release of 

FORCE MAJEURE, Sweden’s official submission for the most recent Best Foreign-

Language Film Oscar®.  

 

TURIST a.k.a. FORCE MAJEURE   Canada / Italy / France / Sweden   2014   color   

120 minutes   subtitled live action feature drama in Norwegian, Swedish, and 

English (This is in no way a comedy.)   Beofilm / Motlys / Coproduction Office / 

Film i Väst / Platform Produktion / Rhone-Alpes Cinéma / Sociéte Parisienne de 

Produktion 

Producers: Katja Adomeit, Philippe Bober, Erik Hemmendorff, Marie Kjellson, 

Marina Perales, Yngve Sæther 

 

6 of a possible 20 points                                                          *1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points: 

1           Direction: Ruben Östlund 

0           Editing: Jacob Secher Schulsinger 

1           Cinematography: Fredrik Wenzel 

0           Lighting: Tobias Henriksson 

             Special Visual Effects: Samir Arabzadeh, Håkan Blomdahl,  

             Rhodem Capilla, Darren Ray J. Diaz, Magnus Olsson, Gustav Törnroth 

0           Written by: Ruben Östlund 

0           Music: Ola Fløttum plus a travesty of Antonio Vivaldi’s masterwork 



1           Production Design: Josefin Åsberg     Art Direction: Josefin Åsberg 

             Costume Design: Pia Aleborg 

2           Sound: Jérôme Aghion* 

             Supervising Sound Editors: Andreas Franck* and Gisle Tveito* 

             Sound Effects: Roy Fenstad and Vidar Grande 

             Sound Recordists: Robert Leib* and Rickard Strømsodd* 

             Sound Mixer: Jesper Miller* 

1           Acting 

0           Creativity 

6 total points 

 

Cast: Johannes Bah Kuhnke (Tomas, husband to Ebba), Lisa Loven Kongsli* 

(Ebba, wife of Tomas), Vincent Wettergren (j) (Harry, brother to Vera), 

Clara Wettergren (j) (Vera, daughter of Tomas and Ebba; sister to Harry), 

Kristofer Hivju (Mats, Fanni’s boyfriend), Fanni Metelius  

(Fanni, twenty-year-old girlfriend of Mats), Karin Myrenburg (Charlotte), 

Brady Corbet (Brady), Johannes Moustos* (Cleaner), Jorge Lattof (Tomba), 

Adrian Heinisch (Bus Driver), Michael Breitenberger (Male Smoker), 

Karl Pincon (Tourist Photographer), Julie Roumogoux (Female Snowboarder), 

Peter Gaunt (Male Snowboarder), Vera Kolupaeva (Russian Woman 1), 

Ekaterina Ilina (Russian Woman 2), Martin Chertudi (Man After Ski), 

Natacha Mutomb Dackén (Clerk), others 

 

     Lauded by many critics and winner of numerous film awards, TURIST a.k.a. 

FORCE MAJEURE takes an intriguing premise and makes precious little of it.  

     A Swedish family of four is on holiday in the Alps. Tomas, the dad, is taking 

some time away from work, reacting to pressure from wife Ebba. The couple 

has two children: a girl of about nine called Vera and a son about six or seven.  

     Harry, their boy, is grouchy. Why he’s in a funk is never clarified. His sister is 

initially more open to parental suggestions.  

     Getting pictures taken by a somewhat obnoxious foreign photographer, the 

family struggles to produce radiant smiles. This scene blatantly foreshadows 

friction to come.  



     Day One of skiing is uneventful. Children tire, Harry being particularly cranky. 

 Ebba has a conversation later with a stranger whose face mirrors a hedonistic 

lifestyle. This convenient confessor discloses being actively engaged in adultery. 

She and her husband have adopted an “open relationship,” leaving each free to 

pursue unlimited amorous interests. Ebba is shocked. But interested. She 

cannot see herself playing the field romantically. Marriage to her is a 

commitment. Children act as security hostages, binding adult partners together 

in caretaking responsibilities. Her personal fulfillment is equated entirely with 

family happiness. If that fails, she does also. 

     Day Two begins as another normal trip to the slopes for Ebba, Tomas, and 

their kids. Electing to lunch at a café with scenic views of adjacent snowfields 

and glittering peaks, the family starts to drift apart mentally.  

     Tomas receives a message on his cell phone. Ebba advises ignoring it.  

     Vera’s chiefly interested in obtaining additional parmesan cheese. Harry is 

attentive only to what sister does, watching her reach across their table in 

pursuit of condiments. 

     Loud and escalating noises on their left distract them. What Tomas insists is a 

controlled avalanche thunders downhill, increasing in size and volume as it 

approaches. At first it’s accepted by customers as merely a delightful photo 

opportunity for camera phones. As blinding white mistiness closes on them, 

tourists begin to panic. They rush away from an apparently inadequate rails 

along the restaurant’s terrace, sure damaging flows of massed snow are about 

to engulf the area. 

     False alarm. In that tiny wedge of time between unique photograph and   

stunned alarm, Tomas and Ebba instinctively adopt opposite strategies. Ebba 

throws out her arms to shield the children, a sacrificial movement that proves 

unnecessary. Tomas seizes his phone and darts away from menacing snow and 

huddled family.  

     Sheepishly returning to the others once it becomes clear only wind-whipped  

 flurries reached their dining area, Tomas is henceforth regarded by them with 

suspicion. Spouse and offspring feel they were deserted in a moment of crisis. 

Dad is charged tacitly with leaving the scene of an accident. Abandoning ship 

alone. Being a selfish monster. 



     At first, a verbal veneer of assurances no harm was done is applied in vain 

hopes of renewing old ties and roles. Harry and Vera think otherwise,  

evidenced by their refusal to speak except to each other. Then Vera changes 

tactics, leading the juvenile duo in a vociferous rejection of parental presence. 

Clearly they believe Mom and Dad are headed to Splitsville. That’s why they are 

so keen on discussing matters outside, in private. Very undemocratic and 

troubling. 

     Tomas is too preoccupied with excusing his own cowardice to counter their 

fears. He knew all along the snowslide was totally controlled. That was why he 

didn’t intercede to guard his youngsters. Right. 

     Ebba doesn’t buy that. She publicly airs her version of the incident, 

embarrassing two couples at successive gatherings with surprising indictments 

of her husband’s cravenness. Tomas’s first exculpatory response only meets 

with limp alibis floated by visiting male counterpart. It fails to dampen Ebba’s 

enthusiastic portrayal of him as a moral weakling. When disheartened mate 

renews aggravating offensive in the presence of a second couple, Tomas tries to 

deflect it by labelling her account subjective. This further irritates Ebba, 

prodding her to demand a cell phone replay of the incident in question. With  

self-serving actions then clearly exposed to everybody, Tomas is compelled to 

recant. He certainly did appear to be running away from protective duties. 

     So how does the family proceed from here? Can they reunite behind common 

interests and goals? Watch the remainder of TURIST to find out. 

     Neither its conclusion nor tedious rehashes of spontaneous crisis justify 

spinning out this tale for another hour or so. Characters begin behaving 

according to script requirements for conflict and resolution. Motivations are left 

cloudy at best. Sometimes missing altogether.  

     Ebba is first upraised as heroine, then demonized into absolute hypocrite. 

Tomas the Goat becomes Star Rescuer in an artificial drama of role reversal 

staged to fool son and daughter. It doesn’t lead to equilibrium. What is past 

cannot so simply be erased. Even as Tomas pulls some of the family into a 

defensive huddle, another part resists, isolating herself. A foundering 

relationship requires more than just play-acting for restoration, as two distinct 

loving pairs find out to their vexation. Worrying over hypotheticals, they stop 



enjoying the real present. What an absolutely foolproof way to shipwreck 

happiness! 

       Indifferent lighting, a disgracefully inept rendition of Vivaldi as arena disco 

music, and a screenplay repeatedly flinching from exploration of consequences 

undermine whatever points the director was attempting to make. Did he 

actually have some point of view about these characters and their dilemma?  

     If so, Ruben Östlund went to considerable lengths to camouflage it. Limiting 

probes of faces caused words to carry full emotional weight, even when they 

were relatively empty of content. Indeed, Harry is presented in opening scenes 

as a subhuman creature of grunts, frowns, and balks. Later episodes show him 

capable of speech and some degree of thought. Couldn’t the director decide 

what degree of intelligence the boy possessed? Why do he and his sister jump 

so quickly to an inference their parents are experiencing irreconcilable 

differences? Too much eavesdropping on television talk shows? Who knows? 

Maybe in Sweden juniors expect seniors to separate at some point before  

childhoods have ended.  

     Why does Ebba place such a premium on truth, even permitting it to destroy 

her family? No character at any moment looks for comfort in religion or 

philosophy. Why not? Is ignoring these options realistic? 

     What role does the uninvolved cleaner play? Why is he even present? Does 

this functionary represent a directorial attempt to bring Ingmar Bergman’s 

“silence of God” into consideration? Is Östlund aligning himself theologically 

with Sweden’s master filmmaker? If so, for what purpose? 

     Lapses in editing make directionality of motion difficult to determine. It is not 

always clear whether actors are moving uphill, downhill, or essentially 

sideways. The single most important scene in the entire film is so cloudily 

presented that only later elaborations indicate what happened. Talk about 

sliding out of the moment. Other beats are unnecessarily protracted, lending 

themselves to strained silences productive of nothing whatsoever. Transitions 

are overly abrupt sometimes, as if the script ran out of dialogue ideas and 

needed goosing from a change of setting. 

     In a cast largely composed of symbolic personages, only Lisa Loven Kongsli as 

Ebba manages to generate an affecting humanity. Even she is shortchanged by a 



scenario calling for back somersaults between first and second halves. Such 

acrobatics should be left to gymnasts. Once a performer is established as 

protagonist or antagonist, it muddles matters and disheartens viewers to find 

expectations contradicted for no corresponding reward in character 

development or thematic elaboration.  

     Even overpublicized special visual effects are trifling, consisting mainly of  

racing flashes of light portending nothing and a cascade of snow. The latter is 

too little in size and scope, minimally observable on screen, too sudden to 

create suspense.  

     One exemplary feature of the motion picture is its eminently superlative 

sound recording. This at least supplies a credible sonic atmosphere throughout. 

     There’s a sterility to the ski lodge which apparently reflects hollow interior 

lives of temporary residents. This modern minimalism is projected well by 

Josefin Åsberg’s furnishings. Yet landscapes are shot in a lifeless manner 

implying nature itself is devoid of particularity, ordering, teleology. This premise 

is never fully manifest, therefore as debatable as every other interpretation of 

this movie. It means whatever the viewer wishes, with no guidance being 

supplied by director or script. So there is really no reason to watch this pointless 

drama at all. 

     TURIST is rated by the MPAA suitable for ages 18 and above only, due to an 

atmosphere of nihilism, inexplicable toilet scenes, brief nudity, and instances of 

vulgar language.  

     Two special features of the dvd are a brief interview with director and 

principal actor, and a compressed production featurette. Neither is especially 

enlightening about the themes of this movie. 

     Given such a promising plot, how much more potent and memorable TURIST 

could have been in the hands of directors and screenwriters with greater 

maturity and artistic vision!    

       

          


